Hello,

LexisNexis is offering another series of webinars for the Department of Defense legal community. These webinars will cover a variety of practice areas that generally of interest to Department of Defense attorneys and paralegals, as listed below. Please note that we will happily schedule a customized webinar for you, your office, time zone, or command, by request. To schedule such a class or for any other questions about using LexisNexis, please contact:

Adam Dietz
adam.dietz@lexisnexis.com
202-256-6794

• **Essentials of LexisNexis** – an overview of essential skills and best practices for using Lexis Advance quickly and efficiently, including creating searches, quickly choosing specific sources, Shepardizing, pulling specific cases and statutes, pre- and post-search filtering, etc.

• **Military Justice** – finding case law, and researching the UCMJ, relevant secondary sources, the Rules of Court-Martial, Military Rules of Evidence, etc. Using the Military Justice Practice Center.

• **Statutory Research** – a deeper look at researching statutes on Lexis Advance, including quickly finding federal and state public laws, as codified or as passed by the legislature; finding relevant caselaw and secondary sources for a statute through Shepard’s and Annotations; Shepardizing statutes at the subsection level; and working with archived versions of the code.

• **Government Contract Law** – quickly finding the specific courts and agencies that matter to you, including GAO/Comptroller General decisions and the ASBCA, among others, and saving them as favorites. Additionally, accessing the FAR, DFARs and other regulations, as well as important secondary sources such as *Government Contracts: Law, Administration & Procedures*, *Public Contract Law Journal*, and the monthly *Pratt's Government Contracting Law Report*.

• **Labor and Employment Law** – quickly accessing the specific courts and agencies most relevant to labor law practitioners, including decisions and guidance from the EEOC, MSPB and Department of Labor, among others, Shepardizing their decisions, and saving agencies as favorites. Additionally, accessing arbitration material, the CFR and USC, and important secondary sources such as *Larson on Employment Discrimination*, *Labor and Employment Law*, and *McGrady on Social Media Aspects of Employment Law*.

• **Courtlink and Docket Research** – locating your court docket and relevant documents, tracking dockets of interest automatically, and creating alerts for new cases. Stay on top of relevant cases, even if another agency is handling the litigation.

• **Find People, Places and Businesses - Public records and investigative research** – finding addresses and phone numbers for witnesses, claimants or dependents; checking their background; and supporting Supply Chain Risk Management research.

• **Torts and Claims Research** – quickly finding state and federal case law and statutes on point; using Medical Navigator to identify possible lapses in the standard of care, valuate malpractice claims based on specific fact patterns, and research medical issues; and Verdict and Settlement Analyzer to valuate tort claims of all types.
• **International Legal Research on Lexis Advance**—reviewing international sources on Lexis Advance, including treaties, international court decisions, United Nations material, international conventions, and foreign domestic sources including case law and statutes.

• **Did You Know? Things Not Covered in Your Introduction**—improving efficiency through solutions that often aren’t covered in a regular LexisNexis training, such as Shepard’s Alerts, the Research Map, Sheparding statutes and regulations by subsection, creating your own Custom Start Page, Practice Centers, and more.

To attend a class, please click the click or copy-and-paste the link below to view the webinar, and call the listed number then enter the conference code for the audio. The audio will also be available through the webinar if you have a headset.

Webinar: [www.lexisnexisnow.com/adam.dietz](http://www.lexisnexisnow.com/adam.dietz)
Audio: (866) 567-2983
Conference Code: 2508-2643

Schedule:

- **Essentials of LexisNexis**
  - Wednesday, 19 August at 2:00 EDT
  - Wednesday, 26 August at 10:00 EDT
  - Thursday, 3 September at 11:00 EDT

- **Military Justice**
  - Wednesday, 19 August at 11:00 EDT
  - Tuesday, 25 August at 3:00 EDT
  - Friday, 4 September at 1:00 EDT

- **Government Contract Law**
  - Monday, 24 August at 11:00 EDT
  - Thursday, 3 September at 3:00 EDT

- **Torts**
  - Friday, 28 August at 11:00 EDT
  - Wednesday, 2 September at 2:00 EDT

- **Did You Know**
  - Wednesday, 26 August at 2:00 EDT

- **Labor and Employment Law**
  - Friday, 21 August at 10:00 EDT
  - Tuesday, 1 September at 3:00 EDT

- **Courtlink and Docket Research**
  - Thursday, 20 August at 3:00 EDT
  - Tuesday, 1 September at 11:00 EDT

- **Find People, Places and Businesses**
  - Tuesday, 25 August at 11:00 EDT
  - Monday, 31 August at 3:00 EDT

- **Statutory Research**
  - Friday, 4 September at 11:00 EDT

- **International Legal Research**
  - Wednesday, 2 September at 11:00 EDT